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Abstract

The effectiveness of land reform policies in the Dominican Republic is 
analyzed by investigating the relationship between
efficiency (both technical and allocative efficiency). Empirical tests I 
eaual economic efficiency between small and large rice farmers in e 
r L  “  re conducted based upon an estimated production function, input 
and output prices for each group of farms. The empirical --Its.are basedon 
1976 farm-level data for 302 rice farms m  the coun ry. efficient large
that while small and large groups of farms are equallyVP ^fioifnt than small 
farms are more technically and therefore economically efficient than
farms.



the Dominican RepublicRelative Economic Efficiency in

and Implications for Land Redistribution Programs
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introduction

Throughout this century• ^eloping countrips
their systems of land tenure as part f include land redis
and to modernize their^agricultural se^to£ * ^ landless and/or smaller
tributions from relatively^ large an o boldines and organization of
farmers, imposition of ceilings on e£ ^ landless farmers. Policies that
government sponsored farming coopera small and landless
transfer land from large farms or Simultaneous
farmers may be justified on an economic basrs f  ̂ t ^ i o n  of that output 
increase in output and/or improvements m  the distribution
(Barnum and Squire).

i - s s r s  i

were more EE th“  / “ ^he r ^ s t u d y ^ o / t h e  same region using 1960 's data 
YOt°ludedSthat there'were no differences in EE between small and large farms 
(Sidhu). Another study of Indian agriculture concluded^tha^sma^l f^rms^are

Northwest^Malaysiar provided^mpirical' evidence ' that farmers classified as 
“  a^d tenLts, as well as by size were equally EE (Barnum and Squire).

The results of empirical estimates of technical and price or allocative

^ g 1Co^revising^'government resource S u o c a t ™  T - S - m s I ^ / g r i c ^ t u r ^
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T.anfi Redistribution Programs in the Dominican Republic

Land or agrarian redistribution policies In the^DR^ tegan^round ^
There were goverment wanted to provide landless
of land redistribution. First, tne S FxistinE distribution of land was
peasants with the opportunity to ora land Exist g ^   ̂m0ans to reduce this
viewed as highly inequitable and the pol y output by making the very
disparity. Second, the government wanted to laJ  An
small farmers more efficient thro^  utin zation, which was relatively low 
additional motive was «  ^  ^  «tl that went into state and
collectiv^farmadas'viewed^y^ley^policy makers as a means of providing work
for the unemployed.

Between 1962 and 1975, the government ^ u i r e d ^ l S , aSO^hectares of^land 
for their redistribution _ programs. Of ^  land whlch means that the
owned land; 24% was acquire rom p making some improvements on the
government received the land as a payme l e land owners; and 15% was
land of a private owner; 15% was pure Thf land acquired through the
collected from idle land ^ t h e D o m i n i c a n  Agrarian Instituteredistributional programs were distribute established as the(IAD). and state and experimental farms. The I AD ̂ wa the IAD
official (independent) agency m  charge hectares of land acquiredhas placed 36,353 families on an estimated 179,200 hectar
by the programs.

Until 1972, the IAD settlements - r e  on an individual^ family basis.
Since 1972 the redistribution of riceland change, it was felt that
tion of collective farms At the time of into collective
output could^ be ;acr®aa® iX 7settlementf had shown little success in increas- 
units. The individual fam y ^  of technical and service assistance
t ^ t h f i n d i S r  seLlements . ^ e  farms -
Pr°kiSa i r t L Ceira:dfltCoagrther0 are“advanced monthly subsistence income
from S e  AD and thefpay it hack after the crop is harvested and sold. The 
proceeds are shared by all members of the collective.

The and ^
been mixed. The 36,353 famill incomes However, these families
represent o i l y T o f  the S “ d 400,000 landless families in the DR. The

3This section is based on the following Development__in
Graber, E. 1980. Economic Growth Equity | ^nd^Agricu) tnra^^ ^
thejjominic.an Republic. Monograph . ’ rnatlonal Bank for Reconstruction,
Ames; Iowa State University, and Mal„ Development. Problems.
World Bank. 1978. Dorm mean Republic,--- -----------------
Washington, D.C.
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techniques. As wiirbecome apparent"^ th*™ adopted.moderi1’ more efficient,
been effective in *“  » *
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The Model and Data

The concept of economic efficiency consists of two components: technical 
efficiency and price efficiency (Yotopoulos and Nugent). Technical efficiency 
(TE) is a measure of the level of output relative to the amount of inputs used 
to produce some commodity. One firm is relatively more TE than another firm 
if it can either produce the same output with less inputs, or produce more 
output with the same amount of inputs as the other firm. The notion of price 
efficiency (PE) is based on the profit maximizing input allocation conditions 
of neoclassical theory of the firm. One firm is said to be relatively more PE 
than another firm if it is more successful in equating the value of the 
marginal product to input price for all variable inputs (maximizing profits) 
than the other firm. These two measures of relative efficiency are used as 
conditions for relative EE. One firm is more EE than another firm if one of 
the following three conditions hold: 1) the firm is more TE and equally PE as 
the other firm, or 2) the firm is equally TE and more PE as the other firm, or 
3) the firm is more TE and more PE as the other firm.

In order to study relative EE between small and large rice farms, a 
production function for each group is estimated and compared. A Cobb-Douglas 
functional form was selected for this study for three reasons. First, it is 
linear in logarithms and easy to directly estimate. Second, the important 
economic parameters have straight forward interpretation. Finally, this 
functional form fit the data quite well.

There are certain disadvantages of direct estimation of production 
functions that are worth noting. One problem often questioned is the issue 
of whether the independent variables are true exogenous variables. Some 
contend that the inputs are actually endogenous since they are jointly deter
mined with output, which, if true, would result in simultaneous equation bias 
problems. A second problem with respect to Cobb-Douglas production^ functions 
is that the elasticity of substitution is constant and equal to unity, which 
may be quite restrictive in some applications. The issue of simultaneous 
equation bias may not be a problem in this study since there exists a lag 
between when input decisions are made and when output is realized.^ Zellner, 
Kmenta, and Dreze have demonstrated that if a time lag exists m  this context, 
then direct estimation of the production function using ordinary least squares 
will yield unbiased estimates of the output elasticities. The limitation of a 
unitary elasticity of substitution inherent in the Cobb-Douglas functional 
form was not a serious shortcoming for this study. This^ is true since the 
intention of this research was not to estimate the elasticity of substitution, 
but rather to conduct efficiency tests. Hence, the Cobb-Douglas production 
function is judged appropriate based on these reasons.

To capture differences between small and large farms in technical and 
price efficiency, intercept and slope dummy variables on all inputs based on 
farm size are used. Thus estimated coefficients for both farm groups were

4-The final estimated equation has an adjusted R-square of 0.849
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obtained by running one regression. The estimated equation used in the 
analysis can be written in natural logarithmic form as:

(1)
4

Log Y = A0 + S Ai 
i=l

6
Di + S Bi

j- 1

6
Log Xj + 2 Cj Dq Log X-j + U

j- 1

rice output, measured by the pounds of rice produced annually by 
each farm. J

Ao = a constant term measuring managerial ability.

Xi = 5°ta} Pounds of seed, purchased and nonpurchased, used annually
in rice production by each farm.

X2 - animal power, measured in animal days, used in rice production bv 
each farm. J

X3 = machinery,  ̂expressed as the amount paid for machinery services 
annually, in rice production by each farm.5

X4 = fertilizer and chemicals, measured by the annual value of all
fertilizer and all chemicals, used in rice production by each 
farm.

X5 = total labor, quantified by the annual amount of contract, hired,
and family labor (man days), used in rice production by each 
farm.

X 6 - cultivated land used in rice production by each farm.

Dq = intercept dummy variable used to test for relative TE between
small and large farms in production. Dq = 1 if greater than or 
equal to 80 tareas, 0 otherwise.

D2 = intercept dummy variable used to determine whether there are
differences between the primary rice-growing region and the rest 
of the country. D2 = 1 if in the primary region, 0 otherwise.

D3 = intercept dummy variable used to determine whether there are
differences between farms that use irrigation and farms that do 
not use irrigation. D3 = 1 if irrigation is used, 0 otherwise.

D4 = a dummy variable used to determine whether there are differences

If a farmer owned her/his machinery, then an imputed rental value was 
calculated for each stage of production in which the machinery was used This 
value was based on average machine rental values per tarea of equivalent size 
farms in the same region.
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between farms located in level areas and farm,= located in hilly 
areas. D4 - 1 if not in a hilly location, 0 otherwise.

U - error term, assumed to have a f I ^ S l y ^ i r i b u t e d  of 
finite-uniform variance, and is mdepenaen y
independent variables.

all

Equation (1) has the following “ r e ^ a t i o ^  r i ^

: f t = r Pr o ^ n
coefficients estimated for the small P ^ variables (Cj). Because
for the intercept dummy variable (Ap) J? gd d irrigated farms and
data were not available for the amount ^ ar“ ®‘e“ ^ re Included in the for land quality, three other intercept dummy v a n a b l e s ^ ^ ^ , ^ ^  ^  
model as proxies for irrigation and land qual ^  are located in
to the constant term (Ao) or primary rice producing region of thelevel land areas, or are located m  the primary r v

DR.

Tto , r  ;“ S r
function represent the elasticity ,V in rice output given a 1% changeThey are interpreted^as^the^ercen^ag^^^^,^ ^  ^  input j ls derived by

taking the partial derivative of Y with respect to factor Xj, i.e.,

(2) 3Y = Bj Y
axi

C^Di Y = Y [Bj + GjDi] for i 1 , . . . , 6  
■ X* Xi

The sample used in e s t ^ t h e
and output price data is a , , comprehensive survey by the U.S.1975-1976. These data were collected 1 APCa„,.„,. Analysis of the Domini-Agency for International Development entitled f ^  whlc£ 142 ^re olassl" 
can Republic.6 The sample included 302 ric small farm
fied as email farms and 160 were ' ^ ^ * ^ ^ ( 1  231 to 12.154 acres) 
(Dl-0) i- defined as ^  '°fZ  ^ t h L r e  than 79 tareas. It
and a large farm (Di-1) is def Subiect to criticism in the sense that
should be noted that, this e n land ther than amount of output,

i ' i s  * =  1 . ;; V = i l ; x x ? .  = : . r  -
“ u "  -•« »«**“  *** "f 4 * t i " 1" 1 M  ■1”
and thus is adopted for this study.

6This is the most recent compre ® then for various commodities.
smaller surveys have been c°nd>“ ^ d * tQ be more complete and
However, data from the former s Y f̂ regchosen for this research. The
author'wishes for making this data available for this
project.
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The Hypotheses and Result

are equally TE. ̂ h i s ^ s  Ichieverb^testinr^Ltherthrco1!?'1-large farms 
size intercept dummy variable Is sLtlstiofll^'dlffer^t^ thin zT o  
involves using a two-tailed t-test of the following h^othes^s:
(3) H0 : m  - 0

**A: Ax 7̂ 0 .

s r s  r  “ “ i-“  v : !“ S “ S  . s  ? r s :
bias" because It quantises'"the^M^rl^'ablU^of f“ “ U”  °f "management
tive factor in the production function. 7 farmers as a multiplica-

presented in Table 1 Tn!M*l *. t orainary least squares are
intercept and d o  'a fc al fstlmates of equation (1 ) resulted in several intercept and slope dummy variables being statist! call v *-r* ® izero. Therefore rb#i ® 5cacist:ically insignificant from
slope and intercut dummy variabLs^shtLt^alirnot'different^rom1 z e r o / 11

at thrtonpercenr^gnx"hcfnceUlevel ^slnce / /  “ s i t / ®  ^  r6jeCted
different from zero, it is concluded that- i 1 l P 6 and statistically
than small farms. The results suggest that larze rice relatlvely more TE 
an intercept term in their production function that if Si’/  aVSrage’ have
than the average small rice farm in the DR. ' percent larSer

The next hypothesis to be tested is for constant ret-n-rne *- iproduction, i.e.: stant returns to scale m  rice

(4) H0 : B^i + B2i + ... + B6i - 1 (i _ small, large farms)
Ha : Bii + B21 + . . . + Bgi ^ 1

Using a t-test on the sum of all output elastir!m ^  a. ,
could not be rejected at the 10 percent level f ^  sm!l? slS W
Therefore, it is concluded that bothCgroupsVeLerienSma11 “ d Urge farmS • scale in rice production technology. experience constant returns to

<A2> ■ ^nd'qufUtye(I3S)^an^region ( S ^ K ^ r ^ a n s U c a l l v ^ f f lrrlBa“ on 
zero at the lO percent significance level. The coefficifnL/nf o T T f  T
six slope size dummy variables for animal power (C^s\ -f f Ur f the
« 4, uj.. to,,. <c6,
at the 10 percent significance level. y zero
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Table 1. Regression Results of Estimating Equation (1)

Estimated Coefficient
for Small Farms

Estimated Coefficient
for Large Farmsa

Intercept (Ao) 
Seed <Xi)b 
Animals (X2) 
Machinery (X3>b 
Fertilizer and 
Chemicals (X4) 
Labor (X5)
Land (Xfc)

3.440 (7.73) 
0.193 (3.05) 
0.077 (2.45) 
0.065 (1.94)

0.141 (5.46) 
0.150 (2.22) 
0.564 (7.30)

4.730 (9.96) 
0.060 (0.92) 
0.077 (2.45) 
0.024 (0.63)

0.141 (5.46) 
0.150 (2.22) 
0.564 (7.30)

6
2 Bic 
i- 1

Dummy Variables:
Size (Dp)
Adjusted R~Square 
Number of Observations

1.19 (1.48) 1.02 (0 . 66)

0.849
302

1.294 (2.72)

1

a

b

c

These results are for equation (1) 
dummy variables from an initial 
parentheses are t-values.

re-estimated with all insignificant 
regression deleted. All figures in

Coefficients for large farms are equal to the small 
the slope dummy variable.

farm coefficient plus

ie slope dummy coefficients on seed ““ h:
,e 5 percent significance level. All oth . ■ P
■re not statistically significant at the 10 percent

were signlfIcant. a t 
dummy c o e f f i c 1eat s 

l e v e l .

Tests for constant returns to scale 
not be rejected at the 10 percent s 
farms.

indicated that this hypothesis could 
ignificance levels for 1arge and sma
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The third hypothesis to be tested is that- n  
equally price efficient. One way to test e *nd larSe fa™ s  are
value of the marginal product (VMP) to the factor t0.C°mpare the ratio of the 
all six Inputs for large and small farms 1 e P rlC 6 ( ° a 1 1 this ratio k) on

small, and L = large farms.

(5) Hq : L q

ha : kiS - ic-L ^ o

where: fei - VMPXi/PXi for i „ s

Estimates of the VMP o j
error of k, along with data ™  °K ^  ' 3nd P°°led standard
required to test hypothesis (5). The VMP°forUtePrhCeS ^  6aCh gr°Up are
multiplying the marginal physical product f^PP T  grOUP ls estlmated by
average price of rice received by eac l u /  ih “  *qUation <2»  by the
error of the VMP of the ith input for JLi?P ’ u ^  estimate of the standard
following formula (Carter and Hartley); Urge farms is Siveri b7 the

(6) SE(VMP) - PR Y_ (Var(Bt))1/2

where: PR = price of rice per pound;

Y - geometric mean of production;

Yi “ geometric mean of input i;

Bl " inputaited elaStlClty °f Producti°n coefficient of

Using (6), the pooled estimate of the standard error of k is glven by:
V) Pooled SE(k) - DFSsE(kS) + DFLsE(k.U

DF$ + ppL

where: DF - degrees of freedom (S-small, IKLarge)
SE(kJ) - SE(VMPjxl)/Pxij; j-small and large farm^
The results of the test of hypothesis

null hypothesis cannot be rejected at t h e V  Presented in Table 2. The
six_inputs. Hence, it is concluded that s m a l l T n d ' V = anc« l»vel for all
It is important to recognize that this resultdels 1*7° f™ 8 &re e1ually PE.
behavior on the part of both groups Rather it lmply proflt maximizing
statistical differences in the way that smaH ^ d  i that there «re no
according to the relationship between their VMP “ if l *™ 8 allocate inputs factor. F e tween their VMP and input price for each

Finally, to see how successful Oo„v,
profit maximizing rules, a set of absolutf price^fU .allocatinS inPuts by 
formed. A firm is absolutely price efficient i ®fflclen°y tests are per-
if the VMP of the input is equal to the price of"t£e S ^ i V " 1* 16 lnpUt
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Tabl© 2. Equal Allocative Efficiency Tests Between Small and Large Farms. a/

Variable Small Farm Large Farm

Total Seeds (Xl)
fcxi^
Pooled SE(k) 
H0: ks = kL
t-Value

4.2 (1.46)

Do Not Reject H0

2.2 (2.4)
(1.96)
at 5% Significance
1.02

Level

Animal Days (X2)
kx2-/
Pooled SE(k) 
Hc : ks = kL
t-Value

4.37 (1.76)

Do Not Reject H0

8.09 (3.256)
>.56)
t 5% Significance Level

Machinery (X3) 
kX3-/
Pooled SE(k) 
H0: ks = kL
t-Value

2.90 (1.505)

Do Not Reject H0

0.902 (1.463)
(1.483)
at 5% Significance Level 
1.35

Fertilizer and Chemicals (X4)
kX4-/Pooled SE(k)
H0: kS = kL
t-Value

2.56 (0.74)

Do Not Reject H0

2.74 (0.5082)
(0.492)
at 5% Significance Level 
0.366

Total Labor (X5) 
kX5-/
Pooled SE(k) 
H0: ks = kL
t-Value

0.30 (0.1339)

Do Not Reject H0

0.32 (0.1448)
(0.1397)
at 5% Significance Level 
0.143

Land (X6) 
kX6-/
Pooled SE(k) 
H0: ks = kL
t-Value

15.08 (2.052)

Do Not Reject H0

16.02 (2.178)
( 2 . 12)
at 5% Significance Level 
0.44

a/ Standard errors are given in parentheses.

b/ Output and inputs are measured in physical terms. Consequently,
k = VMP/Pxi- SE(k) = SE(VMP)/Pxi-

c/ Output measured in physical terms and input measured in value terms. 
Consequently, k - VMP. SE(k) - SE(VMP).

d/ output and input are measured in physical terms However the price of 
land is missing. The k value here is the VMP and ignores the price of 
land This is a way of comparing equal allocative efficiency and is 
correct assuming that the price of land is the same between groups.
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(8) H0 : VHPxi - Pxi = 0

HA : VHPxi - PXI / 0

for all inputs and each eroun of f̂ r-mc Ti -
small and large farms are presented In Table 3 these tSStS f°r the

input^and'larg^farm^efficiently3 1^ ! l o c a t e d ^ \ UoCated their machinery 
However, small farms u n d e r r a t e d  s e e d animal maChlnery “ d seed 
chemicals, while overallocatine labor Lr- ^  P°Wer’ and. fertilizer apd 
underallocate animal powr an! f “ “ * “>*«». »» average, to
labor similar to the small farms. and chemicals> but overallocated

ly p r L 6 Efficient,'but6 n^f e^ualir'technL^lly'.fr farmS are ^ ual-
groups, on average, did not follow optimal decislons°inall H°"?Ver’ boththeir inputs to rice production T*-rrro r cisions m  allocating all of
farms, which may be due to better managerial skUls of than Sma11
suggests that large farms are more EE since the i e lar®er farmers• This
function is larger than that for small fans w h i u T ’’1! ?f th?lr Prod^tion es is the same. ’ wblbe the allocation of resourc-
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Table 3, Absolute Allocative Efficiency Tests for Small and Large Farms.

Variable Small Farms Large Farms

Total Seeds (TS)

AFF
VHP.,TSb/TS
PTSH0; VMF 
t-Value TS - p,TS

1.46
0.03192 (0.011) 
0.0075412

Reject at 5% Signifance Level
2.22

1.92
0.0132 (0.014) 
0.0059683

Accept at 5% Significance Level 
0.52

Animal Days 
APF 
VMP

(AD)

fl^
■AD
H, VMP
t-Value

AD AD

978.5
8.732 (3.523)
2 . 0 0

Reject at 5% Significance Level 
1.91

1,878.3 
16.17 (6.512)
2 . 0 0

Reject at 5% Significance Level 
2.18

Total Labor (TL)
APP
vmptl
J?TL
V  VKPTL ” PTL 
t-Value

41.5
0.716 (0.32)
2.39

Reject at 5% Significance Level 
5.23

56.4
0.9383 (0.42)
2.90

Reject at 5% Significance Level
4.67

'La/
Land (L)

APPj
v h p l

Ho: VMPj
t-Value

232.3
15.08 (2.052)
?
?
?

Fertilizer and Chemicals
APP
VMPFC_FC'

c/
■FC VMPHo ,t-Value

FC FC

(FC)
158.3
2.56 (0.474)
1.0

Reject at 5% Significance Level 
3.29

255.6
16.02 (2.178)

?

175.8
2.74 (0.5082)
1,0

Reject at 5% Significance Level 
3.42

Machinery (M)
APPMc/
?vrVMPk

rMH, VHP.
t-Value

384.4
2.9 (1.505)
1.0

Accept at 5% Significance Level 
1.26

346.8
0.902 (1.463)
1.0

Accept at 5% Significance Level 
0.067

a/

b/

&./

Standard Errors are given in parentheses.

s put̂ : sr edpacf s 1 :3£

compared to 1.0 to test for equilibrium. X
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Summary and Implications

*  "  * s r c r ^ . * -  “
r s  “ t ; * < “ «  S
-ale, large farms w e r ™ ^  tl»  ™ I n  f ^ r 6"0^ ™ ^  “ nS t0 
likely due to better managerial sknis'of lareer far S TOre m°st
they tend to be better eLated than sfallef farmer "  Thus ^ e T t
several studies in different countries i * 7 ^  ’ trary to
this study concluded that large farms in^the^ arHore EE than’smaH farms!'

^The findings in this reseaxch imply that there is no qfyi cu  i *continuation of the existing i ~nr! rof^  . . . is no statistical case for
basis. The continuation of this p 7 °  n T  on «n economic efficiency
Policy makers in the DR that are L  S  iU  3 negatlve effect on EE.
(without modifying it) should iuqtif <° contlnuing the existing program
Srounds, or b a L ^  on n o L u v e  Lonomic'criterh b°” 1 ° ^  7purely positive economic tests conduced her e ^cause, based on the
policies will not result in greater EE. ’ 7 8 out more of the same

The results of this study do not necessarflv im-n 1 , 
X1e0stPthaSta::nti7ancen:f p h s ^ U n d ^ o ™  pro r * *

^ dp o U ? tn * . S  aTnhhSef“ e1"  ^  e^cie^tland reform programs in the HR f  la l ° llCy c™clusion of this research is

farmeLe1rr7qulredet:Um:k: sm:htef nlCal ^  - S t a n c e  to such
previously mentioned, the" government^has been eC™ ° y cally viable. As wasgetting new or small tenants t-n relatively unsuccessful in
Because there are ^ 7 7 7 1 7  et S L 7 rl‘e'

p“ ^ ^ o do i ; ^  7 7 7 7 0ne 7  ?
the future. The costs of technical trainlig H  -«lements in
the targeted groups would not be as dispersed Before6" h mlny ized because
tuted, however, the relative economic efficiency among lndlvldu r g% ^  lnSt1' state, and collective farms should be studied h f  8 “ldlvldual settlements, 
found to be relatively more EE than the 4  ”  7  °f orS“ ization is
should adopt the most efficient"typi of public^fah ^  P°Ucles

There are several directions for future re^e^i-nh , ,
study that includes more than two size categories * that would be useful. A
which farms are the most and l e a 7 e c o S c ^  y7 7 7 7  Z l  ^  7
assistance ^ n i c a f ^ d  7 7 7assistance. Also, to obtain a more comprehensive view of the r.l»7! 7
between EE and size, other important farm commodities should be exam! d P
addition to rice. Finally, since the model used in this study w L  static 7
would be useful to look at EE for different time periods. 7 For examp7  a
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similar analysis to this could be conducted for an earlier and later period to 
compare how efficiency between small and large farms has evolve .
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